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SCHOOL NEWS:

ONLINE ODYSSEY

  Briskly changing into presentable clothes at 8am, ambling
downstairs to the computer, and saying 'here' when the teacher
calls your name is a routine that became the new normal for us
students. Learning online is no easy task as a myriad of fun
activities and events that would usually occur disappeared without
a trace as the emergence of COVID’s fourth wave appeared and
wiped out all of our summer plans. However, with the loss of on-
site activities, new ones have emerged that are more adjusted to
the COVID-19 pandemic. Countless group projects in Webex breakout
rooms, short films made by students, and musical compositions
made online were created during online learning. Friends we don’t
meet physically are seen online, the interactions not quite the same
but still as gratifying. Participation in class may seem lacking, but
the students and teachers try all the same in clapping their virtual
hands and expressing their feelings through emoticons. 

By Napapin Buale
rt and

Natcha Ngaosuphanvongs IP12
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golden years - to do activities
we missed and to end the last
year of high school with a
bang. However, until then,
learning to appreciate the little
things in life and taking
responsibility is of the utmost
priority now, in the Online
Odyssey.

    With days, weeks, and months passing by, things are still unclear.
Students are waiting for the day we return to school - to live the 

   A time of anxiously waiting for announcements of the new TCAS
system, senior year has always been one of the most difficult times
in the life of a student, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Stress is at an all time high because of all the unpredictable
changes that might occur. What if the COVID-19 statistics get
worse? Will we get to take college entrance exams? We do not
know. Nevertheless, a change that satisfied the seniors at the
moment would be the cancellation of the use of ONET, thus
becoming an optional exam.



      Our high school students have been
moderately busy the past year. Most
notably, as per every year, the current
IP12 class attended the Junior-
Achievement Company of the Year
competition. Klutch Co. was created in
the midst of the pandemic. Over a   12-
week period, the entire class created the
Klutch, a multi-functional pencil box that
incorporated the traditional tie dye fabric
from across the country. During this
journey, we encountered multiple
obstacles along the way, but we are
grateful for them. They pushed us to
grow stronger as individuals and
strengthen our bonds as a team. From
the difficulties of finding a factory to the
unpredictability of the COVID-19
pandemic, we overcame those challenges
through determination and teamwork..
Huge thanks to our advisors Mr. Year
Seraypheap, Ms. Linda Susanto, Mr.
Robin Graham, Ms. Ketsuda Kachathong,
and Mr. Eric Haugen for guiding us along
the way.

By Kanin Valyasevi, Wisumitra Tirapanish, Natcha Ngaosuphanvongs IP12
By Kanin Valyasevi, Wisumitra Tirapanish, Natcha Ngaosuphanvongs IP12
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    The Thai Model United Nations was an
unforgettable debating experience, being the
first virtual ThaiMun held on Microsoft
Teams. The students who attended were
assigned a role or a country, for example
‘Senator Bernie Sanders’ or 'Japan in the
issue of healthcare’ and had to debate with
other members of the same committee.
Even sitting at home, wearing the top half
of a suit, the delegates still felt the pressure
as the multiple sides debated to get to a
final solution. Unmuting to suggest new
solutions was a nerve wracking experience
because on the other side of the screen,
twenty intellectuals who researched their
assigned country’s issues extremely well
were ready to point out the shortcomings of
your statements. The experience also had an
integral element of teamwork. The students
learned to compromise to get the
appropriate outcome, stand up for
themselves and their beliefs, and ultimately
gain more skills in English communication.
We definitely advise future students to
participate in this debate that will earn you
more friends from various schools and a
newfound appreciation for political science.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUEXXrAEJxg
thaimun.org


By Suwalee Khiewpakdee and

Thawanrut Anukarnsakulchularp

IP12 

Comics Corner 
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    Ever since we went under lockdown, most students haven't really been given the

opportunity to dress up in anything other than a simple tee and a pair of sweatpants. That

was the norm until everyone came across this year's Sunthorn Phu Day activity where

students got to compete by dressing up as the author's fictional characters along with

writing a piece of Thai poetry. Sunthorn Phu was truly Thailand's Shakespeare and his impact

on Thai literature will undoubtedly live on. The activity allowed students to go all-in with

their creativity in coming up with unique homemade costumes, from dazzling mermaids to

dark stallions. This opportunity not only gave students a chance to design artistic looks but

allowed them to show their skills in coming up with Thai descriptions to go along with the

picture, which varied from eloquent poems to illustrative writings. Some of the outstanding

winners even went as far as using Photoshop to upgrade their photographs with even more

dramatic effects on top of their already over-the-top expressions. Again, congratulations

to all of the winners, and many thanks to the team of Thai teachers who've organized the

activity; making sure we don't miss out on such amusement even when we're on an online

platform.

 

By Hataipat Kamalaporn IP12By Hataipat Kamalaporn IP12By Hataipat Kamalaporn IP12
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     Feeling emotionally drained, a little blue, or just not in
the mood? It’s totally normal for teenagers and young
adults to feel just not emotionally ready every once in a
while. However, this doesn’t mean that once you do feel a
little out of it you should keep it to yourself and move on.
Since mental health is as important as one’s physical
health, it should not be overlooked. So ask yourself every
day about how you are feeling. Your emotions matter, and
putting them aside will only lead to prolonged stress. If you
feel emotionally drained and not ready to face the world
yet, give yourself a well-deserved break. Remember that it’s
okay not to be okay sometimes and you’re not alone in the
world. Everyone has bad days and it's always okay to ask
for help.

IT’S OKAY NOT
TO BE OKAY

MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS

By Panitsa Tunchumrus IP11
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MENTAL HEALTH
AWARENESS DAY

BY UNICEF
ONLINE 

CONSULTANT 
BY LOVECARE 

https://www.unicef.org/thailand/press-releases/break-silence-mental-health-thailand-unicefs-every-day-mind-day
https://www.lovecarestation.com/


A: Hey, this is Rugsit, great speaking with you. I’m from KUS 37. I graduated from

Harvard Class of 2016, I got my master’s degree in China, and worked in Hong Kong

for two years. I moved to New York in 2019. I work in finance at a Wall Street firm

called Lazard Asset Management. My team manages 2.5 billion USD on behalf of

our clients by investing in stock markets globally. I am a competitive chess player

on the side and used to play for Thailand national team. I founded Skiptimes.

Q: What was your thought process

when making SkipTimes? What inspired

you? How did you go about making

it happen?

A: It was something that I thought about for many years before it happened. It first
came to mind when I was an exchange student in Colorado in 9th grade. I attended
University High School in Greeley, Colorado, where I got to work on the school’s student
newspaper. It was the first time I saw something official being run by students, I've
always thought you had to be an adult to run a newspaper, or to have your voices be
heard. It was a very new and very exciting idea. I enjoyed working on it a lot, and my
English had improved significantly. 
When I came back to Thailand, I decided I wanted to share that opportunity with other
students, so they can practice their English and express their opinions freely. The only
newsletters that we had at school were the ones in Thai, run by the regular program, or
mostly only written by teachers.
For a while I wasn’t sure how to do it, so I mostly focused on other stuff, but when
senior year came around, I saw that it was my last chance to do something. I started
approaching teachers, like Ajarn Sim and Ajarn Don, who no longer works at Satit Kaset.
They were my key advisors. We drafted a proposal to the committee, who thought it was
a good idea as well. One of the committee members had access to a publisher, who was
able to publish the newspaper. The first issue of Skiptimes was published in July of 2011!

Q: Can you tell me a little about

yourself? Your degrees, your

occupation?

Alumni Interview: Rugsit Kanan

 
 

By Kanin Valyasevi IP12
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https://sociology.fas.harvard.edu/rugsit-kanan-16


Q: What experience did running SkipTimes give

you that helped you with your career later
on?

 

 

Q: Do you have any advice for students

going through high school, or seniors

preparing for college?

A: Unlike other clubs that might be offered at school, like some sort of sports

club where you attend the meetings, the teacher gives you directions, and you

go out and practice, running Skiptimes was my first real leadership experience. I

still had Ajarn Sim and Ajarn Don helping me, but I had to decide who to assign

to be writers, who to be editors, what the newspaper will look like, or what kind

of content we were going to cover. I had to balance what I wanted the

newspaper to look like, with what the other writers wanted the newspaper to

look like, or what the readers wanted to read. It taught me about how other

people think, how to communicate with my peers, and how to align interests so

that everyone gets what they want. It’s basically a business, in a way, just

without the profit component, where you only succeed if other people find what

you do interesting and valuable. Skiptimes gave me a flavor of what it’s really

like to run a business and work as a team, and that was a valuable lesson.

A: I’d say, if you have something on your mind that you would like to happen

but never attempted because you thought it impossible, just try it anyway. 

For the longest time, I thought that something like Skiptimes was impossible,

so I just never did anything. And then it happened and I moved on to the next

impossible thing - what if I apply to Harvard? What if I apply for a scholarship?

Sometimes or many times you’re going to fail, but occasionally you get a

pleasant surprise. Reaching for the sky, however improbable, is not impossible.

It is only so if you don’t take your shot.
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Q: Can you please introduce 

yourself and your background?

A: I grew up in Wales, UK, but I've spent most of my adult life abroad. At 16, I won a

scholarship to study at the United World College (UWC) of the American West in

New Mexico, USA. I lived and studied there for two years in a small, close-knit

community of 200 students representing more than 80 different countries

(including Thailand). It was a truly formative experience and the friends I made

there are friends for life! 

Wanting to do my part to help improve the health of the nation, I returned to the

UK to earn my degree in Sport & Exercise Sciences at the University of Chester.

After that, I moved back to Wales and worked as a personal trainer for several

years. Then my mum told me about a friend of hers with a son working as a casino

manager on a cruise ship. Realizing that I could indeed do the same job I was

already doing while traveling the world, I leaped at the chance. Little did I know

that it was actually a sales job in disguise! I was terrible at first, but I managed to

"fail forward" and figure it out. Before I knew it, my seminars were converting to

sales at a rate of 60%! Although the experience helped me develop valuable skills, I

decided that working on ships wasn't for me. I was ready for a change... and a

room with a window!

In Thailand, I rediscovered my passion for teaching. I started working with

adults at Wall Street English and soon found opportunities to teach specialized

subjects. This led to private coaching, which I still enjoy now, helping experts

and executives prepare to deliver their most crucial presentations. After 4 years

at Wall Street, I progressed to teaching children and teenagers at Assumption.

Now, at Satit Kaset IP, I get to teach my favorite subject - P.E.!

 TEACHER
 INTERVIEW
Aj. Matthew Jones
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By Panirat Koolhiran and
 Panisara Sridurongrit IP10

 



Q: Why did you choose to come to Thailand?  

A: After working on cruise ships, I needed a break. Although I was quite well-

traveled, I'd never been further east than Turkey! My parents had been to

Thailand several times and always raved about it. So I decided to visit PiQuet,

one of my best friends from UWC! 

Q: What do you like most about Thailand?

A: My wife, haha! And all the things you usually hear: delicious food, friendly

people, beautiful beaches, mountains, waterfalls, etc.

Q: What is your motto in being a teacher?

A: Fun = Challenge

Challenge = Growth

Q: Why do you think Thai people should learn P.E.?

A: Lifestyles are quickly changing for the worse, not just in Thailand but around

the world. In the absence of manual labor, people are becoming less and less

active. As people become less active, they become more obese, more prone to

illness, and more susceptible to a range of mental health issues. 

The primary goal of P.E. is to help you build a solid foundation to become (and

stay) fit, healthy and active for life. But the benefits go way beyond that. P.E. can

help you build your confidence and develop the self-discipline, cooperation, and

leadership skills necessary for a successful career. It can even help you get

better grades... It's true! Countless studies show that regular exercise leads to all

sorts of brain-boosting benefits: enhanced focus and concentration; increased

attention span; better memory; higher confidence, self-esteem, and creativity

(all of which help with problem-solving); and stronger resistance to stress and

anxiety. 

One of the things I like best about P.E. is that it provides students with an active

learning experience and rapid, clear feedback. When you see how your hard

work and practice results in better skills, play, and performance, you foster the

growth mindset that will serve you well in every area of your life.  
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  “Ilene Lauryn Kirk,” she mouthed her name imprinted on the“Ilene Lauryn Kirk,” she mouthed her name imprinted on the
small script that she was given by her manager, absentmindedlysmall script that she was given by her manager, absentmindedly
trailing him. Her parents forced her to intern here to gain moretrailing him. Her parents forced her to intern here to gain more
compassion and whatever that means.compassion and whatever that means.

  Ella has heard of this mental health institution before-one of herElla has heard of this mental health institution before-one of her
friends was cured at this place- where the patients would drinkfriends was cured at this place- where the patients would drink
elixirs to express their emotions and backstory. The swirling,elixirs to express their emotions and backstory. The swirling,
turquoise extracts and sparkling amber filled vials labelled ‘talk itturquoise extracts and sparkling amber filled vials labelled ‘talk it
out’ and ‘write it down’ clinked in her leather satchel with eachout’ and ‘write it down’ clinked in her leather satchel with each
step taken.step taken.

  “Your job is simple. You just have to help me carry the potions“Your job is simple. You just have to help me carry the potions
and the documents to the place we are heading. This case is kindand the documents to the place we are heading. This case is kind
of difficult to handle, so a lot of potions are needed. Bring all theof difficult to handle, so a lot of potions are needed. Bring all the
three listed in the paper. Those are the most efficient options wethree listed in the paper. Those are the most efficient options we
have right now,” the man urgently paced through the clinical halls,have right now,” the man urgently paced through the clinical halls,
Ella following close behind.Ella following close behind.

  They entered a nearby room. Ilene huddled in the corner, smallThey entered a nearby room. Ilene huddled in the corner, small
and meek just like the day Ella dumped spaghetti on her head inand meek just like the day Ella dumped spaghetti on her head in
the cafeteria.the cafeteria.  

  “Are you satisfied now?”“Are you satisfied now?”

  Ilene didn’t react to Ella’s outburst.Ilene didn’t react to Ella’s outburst.  

  Ella crossed her arms,“Now I’m stuck with this job! And nowElla crossed her arms,“Now I’m stuck with this job! And now
you’re playing the victim. That’s why everyone hates you, you’reyou’re playing the victim. That’s why everyone hates you, you’re
just a weakling!“just a weakling!“

  “Stop,” the glare the manager sent towards Ella made her“Stop,” the glare the manager sent towards Ella made her
shiver,”Give me the blue vial.”shiver,”Give me the blue vial.”

Tonic
By Narada Kultawaiporn and 
Natcha Ngaosuphanvongs IP12
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  Ella silently handed him the glass. She watched himElla silently handed him the glass. She watched him
apprehensively treat Ilene as she swallowed the turquoise potion.apprehensively treat Ilene as she swallowed the turquoise potion.
The tonic took over and her emotions spilled out. Ilene’s postureThe tonic took over and her emotions spilled out. Ilene’s posture
grew ramrod straight, her eyes hardened and her fists clenched.grew ramrod straight, her eyes hardened and her fists clenched.

  “I never wanted to be a weakling. You bullied me. Do you know“I never wanted to be a weakling. You bullied me. Do you know
how much I cry? Do you know how many scars I have? No. You’llhow much I cry? Do you know how many scars I have? No. You’ll
never know. I’ve always wanted to be like you. Living life withoutnever know. I’ve always wanted to be like you. Living life without
having to care about anything, just having fun being thehaving to care about anything, just having fun being the
strongest. But I’m not that type of person. I just want to be me,strongest. But I’m not that type of person. I just want to be me,
that's it. That is all I want.”that's it. That is all I want.”

  That day, Ella ambled home in a daze, repeatedly rotating aThat day, Ella ambled home in a daze, repeatedly rotating a
stolen turquoise tonic in her hand. Her mind ran down on all thestolen turquoise tonic in her hand. Her mind ran down on all the
events that occured over and over and it all stemmed down toevents that occured over and over and it all stemmed down to
Ilene’s outburst. Pocketing the vial, she headed back to theIlene’s outburst. Pocketing the vial, she headed back to the
institution. She had something to do.institution. She had something to do.

  Breaking the maudlin silence of Ilene’s cold room was the loudBreaking the maudlin silence of Ilene’s cold room was the loud
creaking of a steel door. Ella peered her head in, Ilene was facingcreaking of a steel door. Ella peered her head in, Ilene was facing
the window.the window.

  “Get back to your room, it's after curfew.” Ilene turned around“Get back to your room, it's after curfew.” Ilene turned around
and her eyes widened in realization,and her eyes widened in realization,  

  “I’m not afraid of you anymore.”“I’m not afraid of you anymore.”  
Ilene said resolutely, fists clenched.Ilene said resolutely, fists clenched.

  Ella raised her hands disarmingly.Ella raised her hands disarmingly.  
A moment passed. “I… I needA moment passed. “I… I need  
your help.”your help.”

  Ella pulled out the turquoiseElla pulled out the turquoise  
potion from her pocket. Theirpotion from her pocket. Their  
eyes locked. Unclogging the corkeyes locked. Unclogging the cork  
with a pop, she drank the potion.with a pop, she drank the potion.  
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 Jeju Island, South
Korea

 

 Travel

  Located in the south of the
Korean peninsula, Jeju Island offers
picturesque landscapes and many
delectable dishes. While visiting,
one place you cannot miss is the
Jusangjeolli Cliff. Volcanic activity

from thousands of years ago
formed hexagonal and rectangular
pillars that make up the cliffs that
stretch into the sea, creating a
spectacular view. Since you are

already there, try going to one of
the beaches. Its soft sand, clear
water, and rock formations are
definitely something different
from what we are used to. 

 Some may prefer mountains over
beaches, but one thing that unites

us all is food. If you think that
barbecue is something that cannot
be elevated, you haven’t tried the
Jeju black pork barbecue. The juicy

pork, the umami flavors of
ssamjang (a sauce), and the aroma
of sesame oil all come together
and create a taste that defines

the word delicious.
 
 
  By Wisumitra Tirapanish IP12
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 New

Zealand

   

Another tourist hotspot is Queenstown, a city situated on

the lake and surrounded by towering mountains. Queenstown

is also an adventure hub where you can bungee jump or zip

line over canyons. You could also drive a car similar to a go-

kart, called a luge, down the mountain. These are things that

you must experience for yourself in New Zealand.

 

 

 By Panutas Guptarak IP12 
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  The scenery of clear blue lakes 
and mountains with snowy peaks in the 

background is a common sight in New Zealand. 

New Zealand is known for its natural beauties which include

lakes, mountains, caves, fjords, glaciers, forests, and many

more. Most of these natural attractions are within the South

Island of New Zealand. The most well-known attraction is

Mount Cook National Park. The Park is composed of many

attractions such as scenic hiking trails where you could enjoy

the view of mountains and walking over streams of melting

glaciers on Swinging bridges.  
  



By Nitisitti Techatantiwong IP12

 Series 

 Reviews
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 Marvel’s newest action-adventure series “Loki” is an

amazing installment to the Marvel Cinematic

Universe. With revolutionary ideas and
extraordinary set design, “Loki” brings a new

creative mystery to the MCU in an interesting way,

implementing rules for time travel while

simultaneously exploring the layers of multifaceted

reality. The visual effects are stunning and the

scenes of the movie are absolutely fascinating. The

action scenes especially made Loki magnificent. For

those looking for deeper themes, Loki has a lot to

offer, from self-love to destiny and free will. Loki

has been renewed for season 2, and it is

undoubtedly the best MCU show yet. It is equally

dark, fun, and touching. Not only does it set up the

future of the MCU, but it also plays as its own thing.

The series is bound to be fun, even if you aren’t a

die-hard fan of the MCU. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW948Va-l10


 

Misfit of the Demon

King Academy

 

By Karn Phureesitr IP12
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 There are plenty of good series and plenty of bad

ones, and then there are the ‘so bad it’s unironically

good’ series. That’s what Misfit of the Demon King

Academy is. The series is set in a world with magic,

racist nobles, more magic, and the segregation of

entire races via huge walls. The story is generic with

the slain demon king, Anos Voldigoad, getting

resurrected and then enrolled at the demon academy

to reclaim his throne. However, what differentiates

it from others is its lore, storytelling, and social

satire. What I appreciate most about the series is

how it shows Anos’ struggle to be recognized as the

demon king. He can’t just solve every problem with

his powers. For example, Anos, who was resurrected

as a hybrid, faces systematic discrimination by the

pure-blooded demon. This is something Anos will

have to solve on his journey because even if he has

the power to kill gods or basketball spin an entire

castle on one finger, he’ll still find it difficult to

overcome two millennia worth of discrimination and

deeply ingrained cultural beliefs. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UG3COIgbLw0


 Now that all of us are forced to stay home as conditions of the

virus have worsened in Thailand, we often feel bored and

stressed because of the lack of socializing. A relaxing,

wholesome game about living on an island with fellow cute

animals might be just what you need. Animal Crossing is a

social simulation game for players of all ages available on the

Nintendo Switch and developed by Nintendo. It is a soothing

game where you leave your normal everyday life to live on an

island along with your animal friends! Befriend your neighbors,

go fishing, catch bugs, build your dream house, shop for clothes,

or even design your own, expand and decorate your island to

your heart’s content! This lovable game will fill your boring and

dull days with cuteness and adorableness!

 By Chanoknan Muttamara IP12
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VIEW TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3YNL0OWio0


Portable Sweat Test for
COVID Detection
By Viva Mullen IP11

Tech Review

      It will help to screen
clusters and be proactive in
mass testing because it is
much easier and faster.
Furthermore, this technique
will help reduce the risk of
exposure within the
surrounding area since no
contact with healthcare
workers is involved. Results
are given in less than a
minute, so many patients
can get tested using just
this one tool! 

98%98%accuracyaccuracy
sweat detector glass bottle

cotton stick

18Source: News Dir. (2021). Chulalongkorn University is awesome! Demonstration of

COVID-19 testing equipment From the smell of sweat, know the result in 30 seconds.

      The Faculty of Science at
Chulalongkorn University has
developed a new technique to detect
COVID-19 within 30 seconds by
analyzing odors from sweat glands.
This technology was inspired by dogs
that were trained to be able to
detect COVID-19 even if they were
asymptomatic. People with COVID-19
will produce a specific odor produced
when the virus mixes with the
bacteria from a person’s sweat. This
portable kit will include a cotton
stick and a glass bottle. This
procedure is less invasive than the
standard nasal swab test. The cotton
stick will be placed under the armpit
for 15 min and stored in a glass
bottle. The glass bottle will be
sterilized, the stick will be analyzed
by the tool, and the result will be out
within 30 seconds.

https://www.chula.ac.th/en/highlight/50047/


By Hataipat Kamalaporn IP12By Hataipat Kamalaporn IP12

REFRAIN the STRAINREFRAIN the STRAIN
 As a final project before my graduation, I decided to combine both my

passions in marine biology and medicine by publishing my own marine-
themed children’s therapy book and organized a fundraising campaign

called "Refrain the Strain" (คลายใจระบายสุข). The objective of this campaign
is to fundraise my self-published therapy books named “Write to

Happiness” (คลายใจระบายสุข) along with stationery sets to Thai children
infected with COVID and are undergoing treatment during the pandemic. 

 

  The campaign took place on the 9th through the 11th of September on the
campaign’s official Facebook and Instagram page, @refrainthestrain, where
enough money was obtained to donate over 200 therapy books and
stationery sets to 6 ‘Hospitels’ (a collaboration between local hotels and
hospitals), home-isolation units, and field hospitals across Thailand. The
medical facilities that receive the donations include Ramathibodi’s
‘Hospitel’/ Home-isolation unit, Thammasat’s Field Hospital/ Home-isolation
unit, Lerdsin’s ‘Hospitel,' Rambhai Barni Rajabhat University’s Field Hospital
in Chanthaburi, Khon Kaen Hospital’s ‘Hospitel,’ and Saraburi Hospital’s
‘Hospitel.’ 
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For more detail, 

check out an interview 

I've done with Thai PBS

 
 
  Not only have I been able to pursue both of my passions, but I also had the
opportunity to gain experience in designing, publishing, and copyrighting, as
well as event-management, as I ran my own production, marketing, public
relations, and finance.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=302054354681775
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 By Aquafore-cast, Loud Lioness Leo, 
Geminics Anonymous, and Sc0rp 

You are the bull sign! Headstrong and practical, you are most
likely to survive in a zombie apocalypse. Congratulations! 

A dad joke for all the bull signs out there: "What did the dad bull
say to his son when he had to go out to work?" "Bison." 

 

       - Sc0rp

       -Aquafore-cast 
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Ahh the twin signs! Double the brains, double the trouble. Your
playful spirit brings the best out in people. 2021 may bring out the
best results if you keep a keen eye and a sharp pen.

  

             - Sc0rp

Air signs such as yourself are able to blend and
befriend any group of buddies! But beware,
today, air inside of you will make you feel slightly
gassy- No worries though! Air X will make you
feel better (ten pills for 15 baht). 

              -Sc0rp



Congratulations! You have the same zodiac sign as the all-time
superstar, Beyonce! Thanks for tuning in for The SKIPTIMES horoscope,
that’s all I really have to say for your sign. See you next year! :) 

Hey Earth Sign! When I see one of you, I think of the Roman Forum (I’ve
been there so I would know). The way the light bounces off the white
columns and grapevines look simultaneously organized and natural at
the same time- a sophisticated type of beauty. (It sounds like you have a
crush on one of them… - Geminics Anonymous) 

 
 

       - Aquafore-cast
 

       - Sc0rp
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The start of a new semester or being out of your usual environment
may be a bit stressful. Just know that it’s perfectly fine to crawl back
into your shell if you need a moment to yourself. You are a crab after all.

A natural romantic, you attract the people around you like butterflies to
flowers. I also meant that literally, so the next time you go outside…
take an umbrella with you. 

You are the best sign out there. To a Leo, from a Leo. 

You are sleep-deprived and you know it. Go take a nap. But wait, you
can’t, you forgot to turn in the math homework. 

The center of the room, the attention is often on you because you
capture it so well with your energetic gesticulations and speech!
Speaking of energy, go gain some by standing in the sun outside. 

 
 

       - Geminics Anonymous

       - Sc0rp 
 
 

       - Loud Lioness Leo

       - Loud Lioness Leo

       It’s Vitamin D! 
       - Sc0rp

 



Are you sure about that most recent math problem you answered? Do
you doubt it being the correct answer? If so, keep doubting it. 

There’s this stereotype that all Libras are attractive. Let’s take a look at
you then- okay fine. I guess all Libras look good after all. *eye roll*

  

       - Aquafore-cast

       - Sc0rp
 
 
 Such passionate people who can be so alluring. By the way, your

neighbor just ran out of cooking gas. Better go over to help re-ignite
that stove with your burning aura. 

Psp. They might say Virgos are the book brainiacs and Capricorns are
the hardworking smarties, but we all know who are the secretly most
intelligent beings -us Dauntless Slytherins. 

 

       - Aquafore-cast 

      - Sc0rp
 
 
 

 
It’s time to tell your love how you really feel! The worst they can say is
no. Also, a secret- come close. *whispers* 2021 is your year.
Researched it and all. You’ll prosper in work, education, and love.
Congrats!  

A socialite and advice-giver, you are represented by the archer. Often
times, you take a long time processing problems to figure out the best
way of approaching them. However,  sometimes you just have to take
your shot so you don't miss your chance in getting something great. So
the next time you see a public pool, jump in there! You never know if
you'll discover a half-mermaid-half-octopus in there...

 

       - Geminics Anonymous

       - Sc0rp
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In 2 weeks time, you’re going to be the winner of the first
annual Hunger Games! Congratulations! 

You guys are probably the most popular people in the school
since you're the hard-working one in a group project people
can get credit from.                                                                         

  

       - Geminics Anonymous

      - Aquafore-cast
 
 
 Because you are so innovative, in exactly 37 years, 5 months, and

32 days, you will fly to Stockholm, Sweden to receive your Nobel
Prize in Physics. Thank me later. 

Eccentric and quirky as you are, don’t worry that you won’t fit in!
Your differences are what makes you stand out and ultimately
special in the sea of zodiacs. Stop buying key chains though, you
have enough.

 
 
 

        - Loud Lioness Leo

      - Sc0rp
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The fish sign! It’s nice to see you reading this section of the
SKIPTIMES- you’re always the intuitive one in the bunch. This
year will bring you some mixed outcomes, but barge through
with that compassion you have inside! 

 
 
 

      -Sc0rp

 
 
 

“Life is like a box of chocolates”; without a box of
chocolates on hand there’s no life. I mean that is just
some prodigy-level logic right? From now on, you
must always have a box of chocolates stocked in your
fridge at all times throughout your entire life to live.  

            -Aquafore-cast

 



In a bowl, whip the egg and sugar
together for 3 minutes until it
doubles in size.
Combine the yogurt and continue
whipping for 30 seconds.
Sift in the flour and gently fold in
until combined. Do not over mix.
Preheat a pan and melt the butter
until bubbling. Drop two tablespoons
of batter and you should hear a
sizzle. 
Cook until you see bubbles on the
surface and the edges are dry.
Check for a golden brown color,
then flip.
Cook the other side until golden
brown. Serve with desired toppings.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1 Egg
15g Sugar
30g Yogurt
25g All Purpose Flour
1 tbs or 14g Butter
Honey and Powdered Sugar, for serving

DIRECTIONS

CULINARY CHRONICLES
RECIPE 
BY NATCHA
NGAOSUPHANVONGS IP12

FLUFFY 
5-INGREDIENT
PANCAKES
SERVE: 8 MINI PANCAKES
TOTAL TIME: 30 MIN
TOOLS: MIXER 

INGREDIENTS
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CLICK ME!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8qOIfM3Fco


Senior Project by
Benjamin
Srisuphapreeda
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https://www.youtube.com/user/Xbendoesbricks
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